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Abstract: 

In this paper, we connect two lines of research in the development economics litera-

ture: the analysis of the effect and transmission channels of inequality on economic develop-

ment, and the discussion about the necessity for a broader measure for development. We esti-

mate the association between income inequality and the Human Development Index (HDI) 

and its components in a panel of 117 countries over the period of 1970 to 2010. In doing so, 

we find evidence for (1) a negative long-run association between inequality and human devel-

opment, and (2) different short-run associations between inequality and different dimensions 

of human development: a positive one with economic development, but a negative one with 

educational outcomes, hinting at particular transmission channels. In addition, we detect (3) 

that those associations can be even more pronounced in countries with low levels of develop-

ment, reconciling seemingly conflicting findings in the literature.  
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1. Introduction   

The debate about the impact of inequality on development has been for decades at the 

centre of a wide range of research. However, while it is nowadays widely acknowledged that 

development is much more than economic growth, the study of the effects of inequality on de-

velopment has until now mainly focused on economic growth. The connection between ine-

quality and other dimensions of sustainable development, like the social and environmental 

one, is still under-researched.   

This paper aims to contribute to the study of the association between income inequal-

ity and the social dimension of sustainable development. In particular, we empirically analyse 

the impact of income inequality - proxied by the net Gini coefficient - and human develop-

ment - as measured by the Human Development Index (HDI) and its components - in a panel 

of 117 countries over the period from 1970 to 2010. We compare our results on the relation-

ship between inequality and HDI with those obtained with income-based measures (as stand-

ard in the literature to date). We also differentiate between short- and long-run associations 

and distinguish between each of the components of the HDI.  

In relation to existing literature, previous studies have analysed the complexity of the 

relationship between inequality and development. In this line, several studies have identified 

both positive and negative channels for inequality to influence economic development, which 

are reviewed in the next section. Some of these channels are connected to other dimensions of 

development beyond income, like socio-political and educational factors, and affect income 

indirectly. This raises the need to consider the impact of inequality on different dimensions of 

development beyond income. Some works have analysed the impact of inequality on alterna-

tive dimensions of development, such as education or health, but to the best of our 

knowledge, no paper has studied these impacts using a more comprehensive framework such 

as the one behind the HDI. 

 As for inequality, other authors have recently focused one different “types” (see for 

instance, World Bank, 2005; Easterly, 2007; Marrero and Rodriguez, 2013; and Castells-

Quintana and Royuela, 2017): structural inequality is thought to be connected to institutional 

factors and equality of opportunities, while market inequality is linked to market forces and 

equality of outcomes. Consequently, the two types of inequality work through different trans-

mission channels and impact economic development differently (negatively or positively) and 

with different time dimensions (long- vs. short-run). According to Easterly (2007), in the 

long-run, structural inequality predicts lower levels of development, worse institutions, and a 
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lower level of schooling, and therefore causes underdevelopment. Our paper aims to answer if 

and how inequality causes human underdevelopment, and therefore be socially unsustainable. 

For this, we use the HDI, which, in our view, offers a new perspective to the study of the ine-

quality-development relationship. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In the rest of this section we 

briefly review and merge the literature on inequality and economic development with the one 

on human development. Section 2 presents the data and specifies the empirical model to be 

estimated. The main results, along some robustness checks, are displayed and discussed in 

Section 3. Finally, Section 4 concludes. 

 

 

Economic and human development 

One fundamental motivation underlying the HDI can be traced back to Simon Kuznets. While 

being one of the fathers of the system of national accounts and GDP, Kuznets added in an 

early report to the US Congress that the welfare of a nation can scarcely be inferred from a 

measure of national income (Kuznets, 1934). Sen (1985, 1993, 1999) introduced the relevance 

of other dimensions beyond income, putting the focus on human development and settling the 

basis for the subsequent design of the Human Development Index (HDI) as an alternative 

measure of well-being, prosperity and development (see also Mahbub ul Haq, 1994). The HDI 

is a multidimensional, composite index of human development, including health, knowledge 

and income, building on the idea that “people are the real wealth of a nation” (UNDP, 1990). 

The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), in their Human Development Re-

ports, has published the index annually since 1990.4 

The emergence of human development measures, as the HDI, can be seen as part of 

the extensive and still on-going discussion and criticism of GDP as the main indicator for eco-

nomic progress and development (see for instance, Hicks and Streeten, 1979; Kenny, 2005; 

Stiglitz et al., 2008; European Commission, 2009; Felice, 2016). Despite its impact on policy 

and academic circles, the HDI has been subject to a considerable amount of criticism from its 

start.5 A critical point of criticism relates to the information captured by the HDI. While some 

                                                           
4 See Online Supplementary Material for a detailed description of the used version of the HDI, the so-

called Hybrid HDI. 
5 See Klugman et al. (2011) for a summary and review of criticism. See Morse (2003) and Bilbao-

Ubillos (2011) on the need to complement the HDI with an environmental dimensionof development. 
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authors claim that the HDI is only redundant to GDP (McGillivray, 1991; Cahill, 2005; and 

Wolfers, 2009), others argue that despite similarities the two indicators react dissimilarly to 

the same causes and are in fact substantially different (Gray Molina and Purser, 2010; Klug-

man et al., 2011; Biagi et al., 2017). For instance, economic growth can promote human de-

velopment via private incentives and consumption opportunities, and through higher tax reve-

nue and public service expenditure, including education and health facilities (Ranis, 2004; 

Suri et al., 2011). In the other direction, advances in human development foster growth as 

healthier and more educated individuals can contribute more to the economic performance of 

a country (Ranis et al., 2000). Yet, economic growth does not necessarily translate into human 

development, and other dimensions of the HDI can remain unchanged even if GDP is thriv-

ing.6 In sum, income remains an important factor and is crucial for achieving higher standards 

of living and more opportunities, but it is today understood as one dimension among several 

that constitute human development. Consequently, an analysis of the HDI can bring more di-

mensions and insights to the study of development, and to the discussion on the impact of ine-

quality. 

 

The effects of inequality on development 

The literature on the effects of inequality has mainly focused on effects on economic develop-

ment, in particular on economic growth, but the evidence is not completely unanimous, unam-

biguous and conclusive.7  One important deduction to take away from this literature is the in-

sight that the effect of inequality on economic growth is highly complex and heterogeneous; it 

might depend on several factors, including the extent, type, and persistency of inequality, the 

(initial) level of development, other country-specific characteristics, and the time horizon of 

analysis. Interestingly, most of the studies that find empirical evidence for a positive overall 

impact of inequality on subsequent economic growth, like Forbes (2000), rely on panel data, 

focusing on variation within countries over time, and relate to a short-run effect. On the other 

hand, studies based on cross-country variation and focusing on long-run effects tend to find a 

negative impact of inequality on economic performance (Alesina and Rodrik, 1994; Persson 

and Tabellini, 1994; Easterly, 2007; Herzer and Vollmer, 2012; Oechslin and Zweimüller, 

                                                           
6 Dep (2015) finds that even the strong overall rank correlation can break down when analysing spe-

cific years or income groups, especially for middle and high-income nations. 
7 See Benabou (1996), De Dominicis et al. (2008), Ehrhart (2009), Galor (2009) and Neves and Silva 

(2013) for thorough and comprehensive surveys on the effects of inequality on economic growth. 
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2014; Ostry et al., 2014; among others). Partridge (1997) and Barro (2000) find a growth ef-

fect that depends on the level of income, being negative in poor countries but positive in rich 

countries. Chen (2003), on the other hand, presents evidence suggesting that the effect de-

pends on the initial income distribution itself, with the effect of inequality being positive 

when initial inequality is low and negative when it is high.  

Considering the complexity and heterogeneity of the results, many studies have con-

centrated on investigating the different transmission channels through which inequality affects 

economic growth. The theoretical literature has identified a wide range of different positive 

and negative channels that contribute to an overall impact of inequality. The positive mecha-

nisms circle around 1) higher savings rates (Kaldor, 1956), 2) imperfect capital markets with 

investment indivisibilities (Aghion et al., 1999) in physical and human capital, and 3) growth-

enhancing incentives created by inequality, for example for capital accumulation and innova-

tions (Mirrlees, 1971). The negative mechanisms focus on 1) greater socio-political instability 

and risk of social conflict and unrest, implying uncertainty of property rights and reduction of 

investment (Alesina and Perotti, 1996), 2) higher redistributive pressure, which in turn may 

lead to economic distortions and disincentives (Alesina and Rodrik, 1994; Persson and Tabel-

lini, 1994), as well as unproductive waste of resources by lobbying against redistribution (Ac-

emoglu and Robinson, 2008; Stiglitz, 2009; Krugman, 2012), 3) credit-market imperfections 

and high set-up costs, which reduces the possibilities of low-income groups to invest in hu-

man capital (Galor and Zeira, 1993), 4) the importance of the middle class for aggregated de-

mand and market size (Murphy et al., 1989; Todaro, 1997), and 5) the link between inequal-

ity, higher endogenous fertility rates, and reduced education and growth (Barro, 2000; 

Ehrhart, 2009). 

For our analysis, it is both interesting and important to note that the positive transmis-

sion channels tend to be associated with an economic effect in the narrower sense; they have a 

more direct and immediate impact on economic outcomes like the GDP, precisely via savings 

and investment in physical capital. The negative mechanisms on the other hand, particularly 

1), 2) and 5), are connected to broader effects: inequality affects opportunities as far as it 

damages education (human capital accumulation) as well as health outcomes. Of course, 

these dimensions have a further (long-term) impact on economic performance, although its 

initial (short-run) social development is far evident.  
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The idea of differentiated impacts of inequality is also behind the idea of two distinct 

types (or components) of inequality. Inequality of opportunities (or structural inequality) re-

fers to individual possibilities due to social, political and institutional structures, and is ex-

pected to manifest in poorer educational and health outcomes, and ultimately on lower levels 

of development. Inequality of outcomes (or market inequality) relates to unequal market out-

comes for different levels of skill and education, creating necessary incentives for investment 

and innovation, and therefore potentially manifesting itself in higher short-run economic per-

formance. Based on this distinction, Easterly (2007) focuses on the structural component of 

inequality, which he identifies using variables to proxy for factor endowments. He relies on 

cross-section analysis to show a long-run impact of inequality on economic development. Our 

study goes one step further by providing an analysis for human development and its different 

components (as captured by the HDI), and by using both cross-section and panel data to iden-

tify short- as well as long-run impacts of inequality. 

Other papers have studied the effect of inequality on other aspects of human develop-

ment, beyond purely economic development. Some works have focused on the impact on 

health outcomes (see Pickett and Wilkinson, 2015, and Chetty et al., 2016 for recent papers), 

while others have looked at educational attainment (including Easterly, 2007). Overall, there 

is a consensus that high income inequality leads to an increasing frequency of most of the 

problems associated with low social status within societies, including health problems, vio-

lence, high teenage birth rates, obesity and mental illness (Wilkinson and Pickett, 2009) and 

coalitions against education for the poor (Rajan and Zingales, 2006). However, none of these 

papers looks at several different effects taking place simultaneously.8  

We are not aware of any paper studying the effects of inequality on human develop-

ment, as measured by the HDI, and its components. The Human Development Report agenda 

has recently tried to account for inequality in human development when computing the Ine-

quality-adjusted Human Development Index (IHDI).9 We do something complementary but 

                                                           
8 Thorbecke and Charumilind (2002) provide a good review of the socioeconomic impact of inequality 

though several variables, inlucing economic growth, education and health. However, their study does 

not perform an econometric analysis. 

 
9 Many papers studied how to incorporate inequality into the HDI (see for instance Seth 2009). Others 

have also studied the evolution of inequality across countries in terms of the HDI (a recent paper is 

Martinez, 2016). 
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different, which is to study the association between income inequality and human develop-

ment (and its components), and to try to identify a causal effect using different specifications, 

estimation techniques, and identification strategies.  

2. Data and Empirical Model 

 

Data  

Our main dependent variable is human development as measured by the HDI and its compo-

nents. Since we are interested in historical trends we rely on the (Hybrid) HDI. This index 

considers past changes in the HDI calculation and has been introduced and published by the 

UNDP in the Human Development Report 2010 (UNDP, 2010). The index ensures compara-

bility across countries and over time. It is available from 1970 to 2010, covering 135 coun-

tries that account for 92% of the world’s population, and includes information on life expec-

tancy, educational outcomes, and GDP.  

For our key explanatory variable, inequality, we rely on Gini coefficients from the 

Standardized World Income Inequality Database - SWIID (Solt, 2014).10 The database com-

bines information from the United Nations University's World Income Inequality Database 

(WIID) and from other secondary sources, with a custom missing-data imputation algorithm. 

SWIID maximizes comparability across countries and over time of income inequality data 

while maintaining the widest possible coverage across countries and years. The database pro-

vides comparable Gini coefficient of gross and net income inequality for 174 countries from 

1960 to 2013, along with estimates of the uncertainty of these values.11 Consequently, we use 

estimation methods that are designed to deal with estimations on multiply imputed (MI) data 

(as suggested by Solt, 2014, 2015), and perform robustness checks with alternative inequality 

databases. 

For control variables, we follow the literature of the determinants of cross-country dif-

ferences in economic development, as well as the few empirical studies incorporating the 

                                                           
10 The main econometric approach in estimating the inequality impact on development has been to in-

troduce a single inequality measure into a growth equation. The most used and available measure is 

the Gini Coefficient. Other authors also employ the Theil index or shares or ratios of percentiles along 

the income distribution. 
11 In this paper, and following Solt (2014, 2015), we rely on the net Gini coefficients that reflect net 

(that is post-tax, post-transfer) income inequality.  
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HDI. For the most part they rely on the same or similar controls.12 These controls include In-

vestment (as percentage of GDP), Government Consumption (also as percentage of GDP), 

Openness (as the share of exports plus imports relative to GDP), Inflation, and Urbanization 

(as percentage of population living in urban areas).13 The data for these variables is taken ei-

ther from the Penn World Tables (Heston et al., 2012) or the World Bank’s World Develop-

ment Indicators (World Bank, 2016). Finally, following Easterly (2007), we consider geo-

graphical variables for identification in our cross-section estimates: wheat to sugar ratio, in 

logs (lwheatsugar), describing whether land is more suitable to grow wheat or sugar cane, and 

a ratio of the country’s land that is located in the tropics (tropicar). Appendix A1 comprises 

all our variables, their definition, the source from which the data is collected, and information 

about the available country and year coverage.  

We work with data in five-year intervals, as standard in the literature, between 1970 

and 2010. With such information, we plot in Figure 1 the first part of the descriptive analysis, 

while at the same time motivating the use of the HDI by addressing the issue of redundancy – 

the question whether the HDI and GDP measure the “same thing”. The first panel shows a 

strong correlation between the HDI and the income index, frequently pointed out by critics of 

the HDI. Panel B plots the income index against the “Social HDI”, the geometric mean of the 

education and health indices. It displays that the relationship begins to weaken while still be-

ing strong. We see substantial variation and the correlation weakens even more in panel C, 

when plotting the absolute difference between 2010 and 1970 of the income index and the 

HDI respectively. When doing the same for the change in the income index and the Social 

HDI in the panel D, the positive relationship totally breaks down and even turns negative.  

 

[INSERT FIGURE 1] 

 

The descriptive statistics for main variables are summarized in Table 1, with the HDI 

rescaled to 100. We can see that while most of the variation of both the HDI and the Gini In-

dex are observed between countries, there is also some variation within countries over time. 

Figure 2 graphs the correlation between HDI and the Gini Coefficient and displays the over-

all, within, and between variations. The overall correlation between the HDI and the Gini is 

                                                           
12 See Barro (1991) and Sala-i-Martin et al. (2004) for seminal papers cross-section papers on the de-

terminants of economic growth. 
13 Theory and empirical evidence suggest a positive effect of agglomeration on urban areas on growth 

and development (see for instance Castells-Quintana and Royuela, 2014). 
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negative. Interestingly, there is a slightly positive correlation in the within variation, but the 

correlation between countries is negative and larger in terms of absolute value. While this 

mere correlation does not allow for any causal inference, this fact could be in line with the re-

viewed empirical literature where we observed that time-series and fixed effects models tend 

to suggest a positive (short-run) effect of inequality on development, whereas cross-country 

studies seem to find a negative (long-term) impact. 

 

[INSERT TABLE 1] 

 

[INSERT FIGURE 2] 

 

Table 2 presents correlation values between our key variables in more detail. There is 

a strong negative correlation of 0.47 in the raw data (overall variation) that depends on aver-

age country performance. This reflects the fact that many countries with low levels of inequal-

ity also tend to have high HDI, such as Norway and New Zealand. On the contrary, many 

other countries have over the whole considered period a high Gini index and a low HDI, such 

as Lesotho and Kenya. The overall correlation does not change with respect to the raw data 

when controlling for time effects (-0.47). However, it does change drastically and even is 

slightly positive when controlling for country, but not time effects (0.11). When we control 

for both country and time fixed effects, the correlation turns negative again, but gets close to 

zero (-0.09). This reflects different evolutions for different countries. For instance, if we com-

pute the correlation of the annual evolution of the Gini index and the HDI we find a correla-

tion of -0.33 in New Zealand and +0.52 in Norway, while such time series correlation for Le-

sotho is +0.33 and -0.33 for Kenya.14 

 

[INSERT TABLE 2] 

Empirical Model 

The descriptive analysis performed revealed a negative overall bivariate correlation between 

inequality - as measured by the Gini coefficient - and human development – as measured by 

                                                           
14 Appendix A2 shows the correlation for all our variables, both for the raw data (overall variation) 

and for the data after controlling for country and time effects.  
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the HDI. Does this negative relationship hold when we consider our control variables and 

other determinants of development established in the literature? Is there a causal effect of ine-

quality on long-run human development? To try to answer these questions, we follow the lit-

erature on the determinants of long-run economic growth and development to investigate if 

inequality can help us predict levels of development. Thus, our specification becomes:  

 

𝐻𝐷𝐼𝑖,𝑡 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝐼𝑛𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽2𝐺𝑜𝑣𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽3𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖,𝑡 +

𝛽1𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽1𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽1𝑈𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑖,𝑡 + 𝑢𝑖,𝑡       (1) 

 

Where 𝐻𝐷𝐼𝑖,𝑡 is the Hybrid-HDI in country 𝑖 and time t, Inequality is our key variable, 

GovConsumption, Investment, Openness, Inflation, and UrbanPop are our main controls, and 

𝑢𝑖,𝑡 is a country-time specific shock. We define our time dimension, 𝑡, in five-year intervals 

from 1970 to 2010, to control for the business cycle and given the persistency of inequality 

(and as commonly done in the related literature). The decision on the time length of the inter-

val is motivated by three reasons: i) given the strong cross-sectional component of the vari-

ance of inequality measures, the use of low frequency data would amplify the error compo-

nent without adding more information; but, ii) enlarging the time length would substantially 

decrease the sample size of the panel; and iii) most empirical works in the inequality-develop-

ment literature using panel data also rely on 5-year intervals. In any case, we check that our 

results are not significantly affected by the time length. To avoid endogeneity, in our estima-

tions, all explanatory variables are lagged five years. Inequality, as our main explanatory vari-

able of interest, is lagged by five, or alternatively, ten years. We tested for different lag struc-

tures for robustness of the results. Below we also check for the inclusion of other controls and 

further address endogeneity concerns.  

3. Results and Discussion 

 

Inequality and human development: panel estimates 

We estimate our main underlying model specified in equation (1) using different panel data 

estimation techniques, while always considering the multiple imputation nature - and thus un-

certainty - of our inequality data. We cluster standard errors by country. We estimate the 
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model for the HDI as well as for its components. Time and country fixed effects (FE) are in-

cluded to control for global shocks and for unobserved country-specific characteristics. Main 

results are presented in Table 3. Column 1 considers the HDI as the dependent variable, 

whilst columns 2, 3 and 4, consider the different components of the index: the log of GDP, 

life expectancy (health), and literacy rate (education). FE estimates yield a non-significant as-

sociation between the inequality and the HDI (column 1). Looking at the different compo-

nents, we find a positive and significant association between the evolution of inequality and 

that of GDP per capita (column 2). By contrast, the association between the evolution of ine-

quality and the literacy rate, as a proxy for educational outcomes, is negative and statistically 

significant only at the 10% level (column 4).15 For simplicity, tables in main text do not report 

coefficients for all considered controls. In the appendix, we do report coefficients for our con-

trol variables. Controls tend to exhibit expected signs, with investment and agglomeration 

showing a positive and significant relationship with human development.16 

 

[INSERT TABLE 3] 

 

As a composite measure of human development, results in Table 3 suggest that ine-

quality is associated differently with different components of the HDI. The positive associa-

tion with income per capita is in line with previous studies also relying on panel fixed-effects 

estimates (i.e., Li and Zou, 1998, Forbes, 2000).17 The negative association with educational 

outcomes is in line with the idea of inequality creating barriers for human capital accumula-

tion (i.e., Galor and Moav, 2004, and Easterly, 2007).  

The non-significance of our FE estimates in column 1 of Table 3 does not necessarily 

imply that there is no significant relationship between inequality and human development. 

The coexistence of two opposing associations between inequality and different components of 

                                                           
15 We have checked the robustness of our results to different time intervals, from 3 to 10-year intervals. Higher 

frequency increases the amount of observations but also the noise in the data. Longer intervals reduce the noise 

but lower the number of observations. In any case, qualitatively, our main results hold for different time inter-

vals. 
16 In all tables, we report significance at 1%, 5% and 10%, although we interpret the latter figure as a marginal 

sign of association. Note that multiple imputation estimations do not allow to calculate the overall adjustment of 

the model. However, we have also estimated all our models using the mean of the Gini from the Solt data for 

ever country, every year, to check that our model has a good overall fit (78% of the variation in HDI, without 

including country-fixed effects, and up to 86% in the between estimator).  
17 Barro (2000), Chen (2003) and Voitchovsky (2005) also find a similar positive effect of inequality 

on economic growth, but depending on further countries´ characteristics. 
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human development may explain the non-significance of the coefficient for inequality in col-

umn 1. Furthermore, FE estimates consider only variation within countries over time, so re-

sults can be interpreted as related to the short run (see for instance Partridge, 2005). By con-

trast, OLS and Between Estimates (BE) can be considered as capturing a long-run association 

(see for instance Baltagi and Griffin, 1984; and Pirotte, 1999). Appendix A3 shows FE but 

also OLS and BE results. Differently to FE estimates, OLS and BE yield a negative and sig-

nificant association between inequality and the HDI. These opposing results between the short 

(+) and the long run (-) are also in line with the literature on the effects of inequality on eco-

nomic development.  

 

Non-linearities based on the level of development 

According to the literature, the overall association between inequality and development may 

be different for different groups of countries, particularly with respect to their level of devel-

opment. To investigate whether the inequality-human development relationship also differs 

for different levels of development, we incorporate into our model a dummy variable for de-

veloped countries, and interact this dummy with inequality.18 Column 1 of Table 4 displays 

FE estimates with the HDI as the dependent variable. The estimated coefficient for inequality 

in developing countries (the base category) is now positive and statistically significant (at the 

10% level). This result is in line with Galor and Moav (2004), who suggest that in early stages 

of development, when physical capital accumulation is the prime engine of growth, inequality 

is growth-enhancing via higher propensity to save and the role of credit market imperfections, 

but irrelevant for growth in developed countries. In fact, for developed countries the two esti-

mates sum to a small negative coefficient that is not significantly different from zero. Esti-

mates in column 2, where income per capita is now the dependent variable, also yield a posi-

tive and significant impact of inequality for developing countries, reinforcing the idea behind 

Galor and Moav (2004). By contrast, estimates in column 4 yield a negative and significant 

                                                           
18 In accordance with the Human Development Reports we define as developed countries those classi-

fied as possessing a “very high human development”, that means an HDI of above 0.8. The final list 

basically coincides with that of the UN. Notice that the level dummy is omitted in fixed effects estima-

tions as our definition of development is based on 2010 values and hence does not change over time. 
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association of inequality with educational outcomes for developing countries, but not for de-

veloped countries.19 This latter result is in line with Barro (2000), who suggests that inequal-

ity is negatively correlated with growth in low-income countries, but positively in high-in-

come countries. According to Barro, inequality has a negative effect on development in devel-

oping countries through higher fertility rates and lower investments in education.20  

 

[INSERT TABLE 4] 

 

In sum, when we look at the association of inequality with different components of the 

HDI, and differentiate by levels of development, seemingly opposing results in the literature 

can be reconciled. Controlling for differences in the level of development allows us to capture 

a negative association of inequality with development, related to education (human capital ac-

cumulation) and hinting at the endogenous fertility approach; and a positive association of in-

equality with development related to physical capital accumulation, and hinting at the higher 

aggregate savings approach.21 

  

A cross-section instrumental variables approach 

So far, we have relied on panel estimates to benefit from all the information in our database, 

and we have identified interesting associations between inequality and different components 

of human development. We have controlled for several time-variant variables potentially in-

fluencing the inequality-development relationship, and FE estimates have allowed us to con-

trol for omitted time-invariant factors. To take a step further, we now turn to a cross-section 

framework. Several reasons justify this. One of these reasons is the fact that inequality is a 

variable highly persistent over time, which limits the potential for analysis of causal effects 

using panel techniques (see for instance Easterly, 2007). Furthermore, when using FE esti-

mates, if the underlying causal determinants of the development process are persistent, the 

                                                           
19 Although the interaction parameter is positive, it is not statistically significant. In fact, if we estimate 

the same regression for the subsample of developed countries the coefficient is close to 0 and insignifi-

cant. 
20 In Barro (2000) the overall effect of inequality (for the world sample) turns insignificant when con-

trolling for fertility, but the development-dependent results hold. 
21 We also considered inequality in linear and quadratic form. Results yield a positive coefficient for 

inequality and a negative coefficient for its square, in line with Chen (2003). However, our coeffi-

cients, reported in Appendix A4, are not always statistically significant and therefore have to be taken 

with caution. 
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long-run cross-sectional impacts will be subsumed into the fixed effects (see for instance Fal-

lah and Partridge, 2007). In the study of the impacts of inequality, key time-invariant factors, 

like the quality of institutions are precisely those to which a negative effect of inequality has 

been related, which means that FE estimates may be upward – positively – biased, at least if 

we are interested in the long run. Finally, but of course related, finding valid instrument for 

inequality is an extremely difficult task, especially if we look for time-variant instruments. 

Papers using external instruments have relied on a cross-section framework.22 Consequently, 

a cross-section framework allows us to use exogenous variation to address endogeneity con-

cerns and get closer to identifying a causal effect of inequality on human development.23 

 We estimate a cross-section version of equation (1), regressing the HDI measured in 

2010 on inequality measured as the average between 1980 and 2005. Results are presented in 

Table 5. Column 1 presents OLS estimates. Inequality is negative and significantly associated 

with the HDI. This result is in line with panel OLS and BE estimates. Columns 2 to 5 present 

estimates by Instrumental Variables (IV). Following Easterly (2007), we rely on exogenous 

variation given by geographical variables. We use information on land endowments given by 

two variables: i) a wheat to sugar ratio, in logs (lwheatsugar), describing whether land is more 

suitable to grow wheat or sugar cane, and ii) a ratio of the country’s land that is located in the 

tropics (tropicar). Different land endowments led to different crop specialization and class 

structures, which in turn explain (structural) inequality. In IV estimates, we lose 19 observa-

tions compared to OLS estimates due to data availability for the chosen instruments. In all our 

IV estimates results yield a negative and highly significant coefficient for inequality. These 

results are in line with, and complement, results in Easterly (2007), and support the idea of a 

causal long-run effect of inequality on human development.24 

 

[INSERT TABLE 5] 

                                                           
22 A cross-sectional analysis has also allowed disentangling two opposing effects of inequality – one 

positive and one negative – of long-run economic growth, and the transmission channels to which 

these two effects relate (see Castells-Quintana and Royuela, 2017). 
23 To perform these cross section estimates we do not rely on data by Solt, but use Gini coefficient 

from the World Bank, which are more reliable (they are not the outcome of a multiple imputation log-

arithm). In this regard, these estimations can also be considered as a robustness check to measurement 

error in inequality in our panel estimates. 
24 The econometric validity of our instruments is reinforced by standard tests reported in Tables 5 and 

6. However, as most instruments (almost by definition) are far from perfect, and ours are not the 

exception. Land endowments may influence human development through other mechanisms different 

than inequality (and thus violating the exclusion restriction). Below we adress this issue by controlling 

for other potential mechanisms like institutional development. 
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In line with Easterly (2007), we perform several robustness checks to our IV esti-

mates. In column 1 of Table 6, we check that the negative coefficient for inequality on the 

HDI is robust to excluding the Americas and therefore not driven by a North America-South 

America divide. In column 2, we check that the result holds when including continental dum-

mies, and in column 3, we check that it holds when including dummies to capture colonial 

origin. Finally, in columns 4 and 5, we control for two potential confounding factors - varia-

bles potentially correlated with inequality and with development: ethnic fractionalization 

(Ethfrac), and the quality of government (QoG). Several authors have suggested that the de-

velopment-reducing effect of geographical endowments - that may be associated with higher 

inequality - mainly works through institutions (Engerman and Sokollof, 2002; and Acemoglu 

and Robinson, 2008). Our proxy for institutions yields a non-significant coefficient. However, 

its inclusion significantly reduces the size and significance of the coefficient for inequality. 

This result suggests that indeed part of the negative long-run effect of inequality on human 

development may work through institutional development: inequality leads to worse institu-

tions, which in turn hinder human development. But even controlling for institutions, inequal-

ity still has a direct negative effect on human development. 

 

[INSERT TABLE 6] 

 

The estimated effect of inequality on human development is not negligible. Our IV es-

timates (i.e., coefficients from column 2 of Table 5) suggest that a country A with a Gini coef-

ficient 9 points (one standard deviation) lower than that of country B is expected to have a 

HDI around 8.9 points higher than that of country B. For the median country in our sample 

(with respect to HDI in 1990), Colombia, this result implies that a decrease (increase) of the 

Gini coefficient in one standard deviation translates into an increase (decrease) in HDI rank-

ing of more than 20 positions, out of the 135 considered countries in the Hybrid-HDI original 

dataset. 
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4. Conclusions 

Building on previous works on the links between income inequality and economic de-

velopment, this paper has tackled a relatively neglected relationship in the literature, that be-

tween income inequality and human development. To do so, we have performed several econ-

ometric techniques, relying on a cross-country panel combing data on inequality – as meas-

ured by Gini coefficients, and data on sustainable human development – as measured by the 

HDI, from 1970 to 2010. Using the HDI has allowed us to consider alternative dimensions of 

development beyond income, to better study and understand the different effects of inequality 

on human development, with important policy implications.  

Our results suggest that, in the short-run, the impact of inequality can be substantially 

different for the different dimensions of the HDI. While there may be a positive short-run im-

pact of inequality on economic growth, there is a negative effect on educational outcomes. 

Both effects seem to be particularly strong in developing countries. But our results also pro-

vide strong evidence of a negative long-run effect of inequality on sustainable human devel-

opment. This negative effect seems to be robust to several controls, estimation techniques, 

and identification strategies, and is in line with and complements the literature that suggests a 

long-run negative effect of inequality on economic development. In other words, inequality 

not only causes economic underdevelopment, it also seems to cause human underdevelop-

ment.  

Our work has both limitations and directions for further research. First, we have used 

the HDI as a proxy for human development. Even though this a comprehensive and a wide 

known measure, other indices could be considered, such as those incorporating the distribu-

tion of income, or those looking at individual happiness or satisfaction with life. Second, we 

have not explicitly examined the role of each of the transmission channels for inequality to 

impact human development (this has been done with inequality and economic growth in Cas-

tells-Quintana and Royuela, 2017). Third, while we have worked with different time intervals, 

more could be done to understand the timing for inequality to affect human development. All 

in all, understanding the relationship between inequality and human development, as critical 

for a form of development that is socially sustainable, clearly deserves further research. 
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Appendices for “Inequality and human underdevelopment: insights from 

an analysis of the HDI” 

 

 

Appendix A1. Variables Description 
    

Label Description Source Coverage 

    

Hybrid HDI 
Hybrid HDI values, 
HDI=(Lifex*EDUx*GDPx)^(1/3) 

United Nations Development Programme - 

Human Development Report 2010 

 

1970-2010 for 135 
countries, balanced 

HDI Rank Hybrid HDI ranks 
1970-2010 for 135 

countries, balanced 

Life Life Expectancy 
1970-2010 for 135 

countries, balanced 

Lifex 
Health Index, Lifex=(Life-20)/83.17(Ja-
pan,2010)-20) 

1970-2010 for 135 
countries, balanced 

Lit Adult Literacy Rate 
1970-2010 for 135 

countries, balanced 

Litx 
Literacy Index, Litx=(Lit-0)/(99(several coun-

tries, several years)-0) 

1970-2010 for 135 

countries, balanced 

GER Combined Gross Enrolment Rate 
1970-2010 for 135 

countries, balanced 

GERx 
Combined Gross Enrolment Rate Index, 

GERx=(GER-0)/(115.82(Australia,2002)-0) 

1970-2010 for 135 

countries, balanced 

EDUx Education Index, EDUx=(Litx*GERx)^(1/2) 
1970-2010 for 135 

countries, balanced 

GDP GDP per capita, PPP$ 
1970-2010 for 135 
countries, balanced 

GDPx 

Income Index, GDPx=(ln(GDP)-ln(163.28(Li-

beria,1995))/(ln(106769.74(UAE, 1977))-
ln(163.28)) 

1970-2010 for 135 

countries, balanced 

        

Gini 
Net (post-tax, post-transfer) Income Inequality 
Gini Indices (100 imputations) 

Standardized World Income Inequality Da-

tabase (SWIID), Version 5.0, October 
2014, Solt (2014). 

1960-2013 for 174 
countries, unbal. 

GovConsumption 

Government Consumption Share of PPP Con-

verted GDP Per Capita at 2005 constant prices 

[rgdpl] (%) Penn World Table 7.1, Nov 2012, Heston 
et al. (2012). 

 

1950-2011 for 189 

countries, unbal. 

Investment 
Investment Share of PPP Converted GDP Per 

Capita at 2005 constant prices [rgdpl] (%) 

1950-2011 for 189 

countries, unbal. 

Openness Openness at 2005 at constant price (%) 
1950-2011 for 189 
countries, unbal. 

Inflation Inflation, GDP deflator (annual %) World Development Indicators, April 

2016, World Bank (2016). 

 

1960-2015 for 214 

countries, unbal. 

UrbanPop Urban population (% of total) 
1960-2015 for 214 

countries, unbal. 

lwheatsugar   
Proportion of land suitable to wheat compared 

to land suitable to sugar (in logs) Easterly (2007) 
 

 

tropicar   
Ratio of the country’s land that is located in the 

tropics 
 

Ethfrac   Ethnic fractionalisation Sala i Marti et al. (2004)  

QoG   Quality of Government Index 
PRS Group (2012), International Country 

Risk Guide 
 

    

 

 

 

 

 

http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00181-016-1197-y#CR53
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Appendix A2. Correlation coefficients 

 

 

Table A2.1. Correlation - Raw Data (Overall Variation) 

    HDI Gini GovCons Investment Openness Inflation UrbanPop 

 HDI 1       

 Gini -0.47*** 1      

 GovCons -0.38*** 0.13*** 1     

 Investment 0.25*** -0.06 -0.10** 1    

 Openness 0.20*** -0.04 0.01 0.19*** 1   

 Inflation -0.03 0.11** -0.01 -0.07 -0.06 1  

  UrbanPop 0.83*** -0.37*** -0.37*** 0.17*** 0.14*** 0.01 1 

Note: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

 

 

Table A2.2. Correlation - Country and Time Effects Controlled Data 

    HDI Gini GovCons Investment Openness Inflation UrbanPop 

 HDI 1       

 Gini -0.09** 1      

 GovCons 0.03 -0.05 1     

 Investment 0.21*** -0.01 -0.08* 1    

 Openness 0.05 0.08* 0.02 0.14*** 1   

 Inflation -0.04 0.10** 0.01 -0.01 -0.01 1  

  UrbanPop 0.36*** -0.04 0.09** 0.01 -0.04 -0.04 1 

Note: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Appendix A3. Table A3. Inequality and HDI, and its components. Several estimation techniques 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Dependent variable: HDI t OLS OLS BE FE      
Gini t-2 -0.3591*** -0.3831*** -0.4731*** 0.0715 

 (0.0387) (0.0382) (0.0920) (0.0514) 

GovConsumption t-1 -0.3204*** -0.3194*** -0.5081*** -0.0098 

 (0.1233) (0.1232) (0.1700) (0.1237) 

Investment t-1 0.2105*** 0.2538*** 0.4615*** 0.0665** 

 (0.0578) (0.0566) (0.1084) (0.0264) 

Openness t-1 0.0162* 0.0047 0.0250 0.0096 

 (0.0085) (0.0090) (0.0201) (0.0083) 

Inflation t-1 -0.0005 -0.0001 0.0038 -0.0001 

 (0.0006) (0.0006) (0.0050)  (0.0001) 

UrbanPop t-1 0.4980*** 0.5000*** 0.4264*** 0.2219*** 

 (0.0266) (0.0261) (0.0429) (0.0708) 

Constant 5.087*** 4.947*** 105.547*** 46.257*** 

  (3.566) (3.601) (18.358) (5.423) 

     

Time Fixed Effects NO YES YES YES 

Country Fixed Effects NO NO NO YES 

Observations 489 489 489 489 

Number of countries 117 117 117 117 

Note: lGDP is GDP per capita in logs, Life is life expectancy at birth, and Lit is the literacy rate. Estimations performed 

with multiple estimations (100 imputations). Robust standard errors in parentheses.  *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

 

 Appendix A4. Table A4. Inequality and HDI by level of inequality 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Dependent variables:  HDIt HDIt HDIt lGDPt Lifet Litt 

             
Gini t-2 1.1600*** 0.1847 0.1250* 0.0219 0.1089 -0.0741 

 (0.2774) (0.1862) (0.0740) (0.0140) (0.1753) (0.3089) 

Ginit-2
2 -0.0126*** 0.0015  -0.0002 -0.0011 -0.0008 

 (0.0036) (0.0022)  (0.0002) (0.0022) (0.0037) 

Gini t-2*HIGH   -0.1210    

      (0.0840)       

Controls NO YES YES YES YES YES 

Time Fixed Effects NO YES YES YES YES YES 

Country Fixed Effects YES YES YES YES YES YES 

Observations 510 489 489 489 489 489 

Number of countries 117 117 117 117 117 117 

Note: Estimations performed with multiple estimations (100 imputations). Robust standard errors in parentheses: *** p<0.01, ** 

p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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TABLES AND FIGURES 

 

Figure 1. [Social] Human Development Index vs. GDP 

 
Note: Panel A plots GDP pc against the (Hybrid) HDI. Panel B plots GDP pc against  

the “Social HDI” (the geometric mean of the education and health indices). Panel C and  

D replicate panel A and B but considering growth in the variables between 1970 and 2010. 

 

 

 

 

 Table 1. Descriptive Statistics 

 

  Mean Standard deviation Max Min 

    Overall Between Within     
HDI (0-100 index) 60.94 19.05 18.25 5.69 93.83 12.53 

  Life Expectancy (years) 64.54 10.91 10.22 3.92 83.17 26.39 

  Literacy Rate (%) 76.02 26.29 24.97 8.49 99 3.23 

  Gross Enrol. Rate (%) 62.73 20.41 18.29 9.20 115.8 5.22 

  GDP (PPP US $) 9352.1 10686.2 10030.8 3789.9 81101.2 163.28 

Gini (0-100 index) 36.52 9.31 8.59 3.49 62.28 17.65 

GovConsumption /%) 10.08 7.03 6.21 2.98 56.80 0.83 

Investment (%) 22.44 10.04 7.87 6.13 66.77 1.30 

Openness (%) 68.04 46.22 38.76 24.76 398.18 3.95 

Inflation (%) 50.17 495.16 155.58 466.34 12,338.66 -17.02 

UrbanPop (%) 50.75 23.85 23.11 6.17 100 2.85  

Note: see Appendix 1 to see the description of the variables. 
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Figure 2. Inequality and HDI 

 
Note: First panel considers overall variation in both the Gini and the (Hybrid) HDI, while the second panel only considers 

within-countries variation and the third panel only between-countries variation. 

 

 

 

Table 2. Correlation between Gini coefficient and HDI 

 
  Time fixed effects 

 
  No Yes 

 
Country fixed effects 

  

 
  No -0.4704 -0.4748 

 
  Yes  0.1145 -0.0904 

 
   

 

 

Table 3. Inequality and HDI (and its components), main results 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Dependent variable:  HDI t  lGDP t  Life t  Lit t      
     

Gini t-2 0.0715 0.0091** 0.0273 -0.144* 

 (0.0514) (0.0040) (0.0483) (0.0761) 

          

Observations 489 489 489 489 

Number of countries 117 117 117 117 

Note: lGDP is GDP per capita in logs, Life is life expectancy at birth, and Lit is the literacy rate. Estimations 

performed with multiple estimations (100 imputations). All estimations include controls, time and country fixed 

effects. Robust standard errors in parentheses.  *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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 Table 4. Inequality and HDI by level of development 
  (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Dependent variable: HDI lGDP Life Lit 

        
Gini t-2 0.1047* 0.0128*** -0.0319 -0.1545** 

 (0.0585) (0.0045) (0.0581) (0.0774) 

Gini t-2*Developed -0.1616* -0.0178*** -0.0224 0.0547 

  (0.0821) (0.0057) (0.0681) (0.1971) 

     

Observations 489 489 489 489 

Number of countries 117 117 117 117 

 

Note: Estimations performed with multiple estimations (100 imputations). All estimations include controls, 

time and country fixed effects. Robust standard errors in parentheses.  *** p<0.01, ** 

 

 

Table 5. Cross-section estimates 

  (1) OLS (2) IV (3) IV (4) IV (5) IV 

Dependent variable: HDI HDI lGDP Life Lit       
      

Inequality -0.6539*** -1.786*** -0.1370*** -0.8807*** -1.5998*** 

 (0.1494) (0.3464) (0.0252) (0.1990) (0.3611) 

       

Observations 114 95 95 95 95 

A-P F test  33.09*** 33.09*** 33.09*** 33.09*** 

Kleibergen-Paap LM-stat  34.27*** 34.27*** 34.27*** 34.27*** 

Hansen J stat p-value  0.283 0.564 0.131 0.148 

Note: Dependent variables measured in 2010. Inequality measured as the average between 1980 

and 2005. In columns 2 to 5 lwheatsugar and tropicar are used as instruments for Inequality. 

Angrist-Pischke (AP) F tests the significance of excluded instruments. Kleibergen-Paap LM-stat 

tests the null hypothesis that the equation is underidentified. Hansen J tests that the excluded 

instruments are uncorrelated with the error term. Robust standard errors in parentheses.  *** 

p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 6. Some robustness checks 

  (1)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  

Dependent variable: HDI (in 2010)                
      

Inequality -3.4117*** -2.8839** -4.8981** -1.3997*** -1.0094* 

 (0.5809) (1.452) (2.4021) (0.3019) (0.6098) 

Ethfrac    -0.2590***  

 
   (0.0645)  

QoG     0.2940 

 
    (0.1899) 

            

Observations 73 95 95 95 71 

A-P F test 21.01*** 2.32 4.20** 35.30*** 6.89*** 

Kleibergen-Paap LM-stat 21.39*** 3.61 6.22** 30.41*** 10.15*** 

Hansen J stat p-value 0.358 0.163 0.570 0.662 0.416 

Note: All columns report IV estimates with lwheatsugar and tropicar as instruments for Inequality. 

Column 1 excludes the Americas, column 2 includes regional dummies, and column 3 includes colonial 

dummies. Angrist-Pischke (AP) F tests the significance of excluded instruments. Kleibergen-Paap LM-

stat tests the null hypothesis that the equation is underidentified. Hansen J tests that the excluded instru-

ments are uncorrelated with the error term. Robust standard errors in parentheses.  *** p<0.01, ** 

p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Online Supplementary Material for “Inequality and human underdevelop-

ment: insights from an analysis of the Human Development Index” 

 

The Hybrid HDI: 

 

The HDI is a multidimensional, composite index of three human development dimensions - 

health, knowledge, and income. It is a geometric mean of life expectancy at birth, PPP-adjusted GNI 

per capita, and an education index which in turn is measured by expected years of schooling for children 

and mean years of schooling for adults. The sub-indices are normalized between 0 and 1, and the aggre-

gated indicator allows for standardized comparison and ranking of countries.  

The Hybrid-HDI applies the same aggregation formula as the new HDI to the set of previous 

indicators - literacy and gross enrollment for the education index and GDP per capita as the income 

variable. This does not only allow for greater country and year coverage, but is also more suitable to 

understand past progress (Gidwitz et al., 2010). It is computed as follows: 

 

𝐻𝑦𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑑 𝐻𝐷𝐼 = √𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑥 ∗ 𝐸𝐷𝑈𝑥 ∗ 𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑥3
 

 

where: 

𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑥 =
𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑒 − 20

83.166(𝐽𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑛, 2010) − 20
 

𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑥 =
ln (𝐺𝐷𝑃 − ln (163.28143(𝐿𝑖𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎, 1995)

ln(106769.74(𝑈𝐴𝐸, 1977)) − ln (163.28143(𝐿𝑖𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎, 1995))
 

𝐸𝐷𝑈𝑥 = √𝐿𝑖𝑡𝑥 ∗ 𝐺𝐸𝑅𝑥
2

 

 

and: 

𝐿𝑖𝑡𝑥 =
(𝐿𝑖𝑡 − 0)

99(𝑠𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠, 𝑠𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠) − 0
 

𝐺𝐸𝑅𝑥 =
𝐺𝐸𝑅 − 0

115.8192(𝐴𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑎, 2002) − 0
 

 

 

where Lit is the literacy rate, GER the combined gross enrolment rate, Life the Life expectancy at 

birth, and GDP the Gross Domestic Product per capita, PPP adjusted and measured in dollars. 
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